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### For Immediate Release to the World. !
Jan 6, 2017 for ASEAN Energy Conference ADB. Manila. This is previous solution broadcast to world years 
ago that changes history.  Use BidOnkeith.com to solve all your own worldly problems at all levels of history.!!
  The most powerful Green Energy Renewable Reserve from Gods creation is WATER and SUN.  The most 
obvious solution to create almost unlimited energy is simple yet has never been harnessed because of the 
pure greed and lack of education of mankind.  Rainfall, typhoons, hurricanes can be easily used as the most 
massive transfer of potential energy turned into working kinetic power.  This one famous solution creates new 
paradigms of history.   TurnOffLights.com is the other PAIRED 10 to 50% world energy conservation answer.!!
   A primary world issue is deforestation of our world, massive burning of fossil fuels, energy military wars, 
flooding, food production, and scarcity of clean drinking water.  Beavers have built ‘damn’ dams for millennium. 
We have Bulldozers, back-hoes, and massive earth moving technology over past +200 years.  Concrete and 
piping are commodities including baked clay.  This remains the PRIME answer to world issues solved below.!!
  The energy of quad-trillions of gallons of water fall on God's earth annually.  In the upper mountains and 
foothills, man must now contour plow and divert this massive energy to be stored in unoccupied valleys using 
small earthen dams and concrete spillways. Well over 70% of all regional water can now be stored as potential 
energy at the highest elevations thereby reducing all flooding at lower levels. Now, hydroelectric and irrigation 
powered water is accessed in previously uninhabited areas.  Abundant water is now used for fish farms, 
vegetables, fruits, pine/hardwood tree farms and sugar Palm (tree) plantations.   This repopulates our world 
away from the mega congested slum cities of our world as ALL BENEFIT except the criminal tycoons who 
control our economics at all levels of society.  All 7.5 billion of my-our people now reside in outback villages.!!
   These new 'GREEN DIGITAL Creative villages' are now OWNED by the people as power self-regulated and 
self-managed communities that are independent of the mega power criminal enterprises that have only motive 
to suck the profit assets out of our people by holding them hostage to their own growing power appetites driven 
by consumer capitalism.  This destroys the stranglehold of mega developers and BANKSTERS who criminally 
profiteer on the uneducated masses of my 7.5 Billion People.!!
   If anyone in our world has a BETTER SOLUTION, then PLEASE   STEP UP and GO PUBLIC to save our 
world from the greed and predatory destruction of the Criminal Ruling Elite.  Objections are always welcome as 
long as you PROVIDE the replacement and best solution.   That is UNITYuRL.com that also transforms and 
UNIFIES mankind.!!
!
June 6, 2016.  Previous Dec 27,  2014!!
SolutionSafeWater.com solves the #1 problem of all humanity, clean safe drinking water.!!
Using EVOTE.ONE and  www.SolutionFinal.com that benefits each affected party, Solution Safe Water is a  
patent pending design for a solar powered water distillation still.  Use the image of an original Moonshine Still 
located directly under a satellite dish coated with reflective aluminum  sheeting.!
 !
The boiler unit is fed gray, polluted, diseased, and ‘CRAP’ water.  With direct sunlight focused!
on the steam unit, this water is progressively turned into vapor that rises through a series of!
piping and condenser domes that are inverted over the main dish.  The resulting vapor!
condenses into droplets that are feed off to cisterns. The left over residue is gravity feed to!
waste containers with option of a mechanical scrapper to remove hardened waste products.  !
The only kind of water that could not be processed is radioactive water.  Any chemist and  distillation expert 
can see the TRILLIONS of USD/EURO/PESO/YEN/etc value to any country  that has limited access to clean 
safe drinking water.  Even salt water is easily desalinated.!
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 !
The over riding question the world is now asking is ‘HOW IN HELL (gentile speak) can the #1  Renaissance 
man who works on behalf of GOD and ALL nations  www.SaveAllNations.com be subjected to so many 
CRIMES against HUMANITY and still be providing humanity with  GIFTS called ACTS of WISDOM.!
 !
For details, simply go to   www.UNIocracy.com that ties into #1 ANTI-CORRUPTION solution named  
www.SolutionGovernment.com  Then go to  www.SolutionBankFraud.com that prevents ALL cybercrime bank 
fraud transactions at the time of each transaction.  These are worth Quad-Trillions in economic benefit to our 
world.   Let’s start using the coined phrase GOD-ZILLIONS’  for any scholar and even kindergartners can see 
these are all part of the!
most powerful ‘ground swell, grass roots, REFORMATION MOVEMENT in all of history.  For the basics are:!
1. Common Sense -This clearly is elusive + avoided by most of mankind. Matthew Chap 23.!
2. Biblical principals that transcend any and all denominations and spiritual belief systems.!
3. Use of off-shelf technology and process methodology that is now main-stream reality.!!
All of these GIFTS to HUMANITY are derived from +35 years extreme consulting experience!
in the Computer Systems Design arena as a PRIME ARCHITECT, servant to multiple!
churches around the world, and Keith Duncan’s love of all mankind regardless of their own!
CRIMES against HUMANITY, viceful conduct, and ability to a) Rape b) Pillage c) Plunder d)!
Abuse GOD’s borrowed assets by taking advantage of HIS/MY People.!
 !
BBK20141227SolutionSafeWater#149-UNiocracy.pdf  on IseeIunderStand.com!
Contact:  Keith Duncan Skype: BuiltByKeith or  Email: creatorkeith@gmail.com !
Copyright 2014 is hereby granted to everyone to republish under protection of USPTO.GOVGOD, and !
BidOnKeith.com mentors and students of   FatherKeith.com  other world changing solutions.!
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